Unravelling the regulatory conundrum

How KPMG can help you?

Regulatory
kpmg.ie/regulatory
We can support you with the following:

- **Authorisation** – assistance with navigating the Central Bank’s authorization process

- **Regulatory change** – provision of advice on the impact of prospective regulation, for example MiFID II, and the design of policies, procedures and controls to ensure that new regulations applicable to firms are fully embedded within their operating frameworks

- **Regulatory advice** – provision of advice on the impact of all aspects of existing regulation, be that related to prudential or consumer protection matters or in relation to requirements such as fitness and probity or corporate governance

- **Regulatory remediation** - advising firms on how to address regulatory issues, both of a prudential and consumer nature (including RMPs) raised by the Central Bank and advising firms on preparing for regulatory inspections

- **Regulatory reporting** - advising on and reviewing prudential and statistical regulatory returns

- **Capital management** - assistance with all aspects of capital management, including RWA analysis, capital modelling and stress testing

---

Some of the current industry challenges:

- TRIM
- ICAAP
- RWA Analysis
- Non-Performing Loans
- ILAAP
- PSD II
- MiFID II
- PRIIPs
- AML IV
- GDPR
- Consumer Protection

---

### Our Team

The regulatory advisory services team in KPMG is a well-established, dedicated team of experienced regulatory professionals ranging from former regulators to industry practitioners to experienced consultants. The team has grown in the past few years and is now one of the largest practices in Ireland dedicated to providing regulatory advice and helping major Irish and international clients across the financial services sector to ensure compliance.

Key members of the team worked at a senior level in the Central Bank of Ireland and in European regulatory agencies, giving KPMG a real insight into the thinking of regulators on issues affecting the sector and particularly the regulatory expectation of firms.

This breadth of experience ensures a multi-disciplinary approach, with strong technical skills along with practical business knowledge, delivering business-focused solutions to interpreting regulation and managing regulatory change.
Banking
We are the leading advisor to bank license applicants in Ireland, having supported all of the most recent successful applications. The regulatory advice provided ranges from reviewing the applicant’s proposed strategy, business plan and policy framework to providing practical support in terms of reviewing the draft application pack submitted to the Central Bank of Ireland. Our experience allows us to actively support and advice on interactions with the Central Bank.

Capital Management
We have deep technical expertise in capital models and stress testing and have completed a number of engagements in this area, including providing assistance with the ECB’s TRIM process and providing model review and validation for ICAAP methodologies.

Investment Management
We work with local and international firms across the investment management spectrum – from administrators to investment managers - on a variety of regulatory issues. We have given advice on the authorization process in Ireland, providing clarity on regulatory expectations. We have assisted with the implementation of compliance monitoring frameworks for distribution and trading environments. We also deliver regulatory change projects and have extensive experience with MiFID II and other regulations.

Insurance
The regulatory team has extensive experience advising on many aspects of insurance regulation; including, amongst others, Solvency II implementation, regulatory reporting under Solvency II and governance and insurance board evaluations.

Regulatory Reporting
We advise on all aspects of prudential and statistical regulatory reporting, including the interpretation and preparation of returns submitted to the Central Bank. We also develop end-to-end regulatory reporting processes for our clients.

Consumer/AML
We have conducted a number of regulatory reviews of large institutions relating to conduct of business and AML. We have assessed compliance with regulation and standards, both local and international, and have assessed the appropriateness of interpretations into policies, procedures and business practices using solid insight into regulator’s expectations.

Compliance management
We participated in a global initiative of a leading U.S. financial services group to identify and document the regulatory obligations applicable to the business of its Irish operations. The work involved the identification of the laws and requirements relevant to the subsidiary’s activities and the drafting of obligations in plain English so that they could be mapped to the relevant policies.
Contact us

The team comprises subject matter experts in banking, investment management, insurance and consumer/AML regulatory issues. It is supported by a local Regulatory Knowledge Centre, a European Centre of Excellence and a dedicated SSM office which are internal centres of expertise, tracking and analysing regulatory developments.

At KPMG we believe that our Regulatory Advisory Team has, not only relevant expertise and practical business knowledge, but also offers a fresh perspective and solutions to identify and address regulatory changes in the financial services industry.

Please feel free to get in touch with us to find out more on how our services can help your business.
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